
 

Two-Minute Training #1—Slow Down 

Two Minutes. 

What can you do in Two Minutes? 

Jeremiah 2:25 tells us in The Message translation: 

“Slow down. Take a deep breath. What’s the hurry? 

Why wear yourself out? Just what are you after anyway? 

But you say, ‘I can’t help it. 

I’m addicted to alien gods. I can’t quit.” 

Just use these words to cause you to think: 

 

Slow down. 

Take a deep breath. 

What’s the hurry? 

Why wear yourself out? 

 

Today, find some time to slow down and take a deep breath. 

Today, don’t be in such a hurry. 

Today, protect yourself. This doesn’t mean that we don’t work hard; find balance 

in your work, in your rest, in your priorities. 

Take two minutes each day to just catch your breath. It will make a huge 

difference! 

Russ, Leader Mundial 



 

I suspect that if we all slowed down, kept our eyes open, and listened 

more attentively, we would frequently recognize heavenly experiences 

happening all around us 

~Reggie Anderson and Jennifer Schuchmann, 30 Daily Appointments with 

Heaven 

A student staying in the home of an elderly couple greatly admired 

their fine antique pendulum clock, which had been handed down from 

one generation to the next in the husband’s family. One day the old 

man said, “That clock has a message to tell.” 

Puzzled, the student asked, “What message?” The old man replied, 

“Look at the pendulum going back and forth, as if to say, ‘Slow-down-

do-it-right.’ But then listen to the electric clock: ‘Hurry-up-get-it-done. 

Who-cares-how-it’s-done.’ ” 

~Michael P. Green, 1500 Illustrations for Biblical Preaching 

I am a Christ follower. I follow Jesus step by step as his Spirit moves me 

in his community called the church. When Jesus steps, I follow. When 

Jesus speeds up, I increase my pace. When Jesus slows down, I slow 

down too. The direction, the speed, and the ultimate destination of my 

life are determined by keeping in step with Jesus’ Spirit. Simple. Clear. 

Not easy! 

~Dave Ferguson, Jon Ferguson, and Eric Bramlett, The Big Idea 

 


